The history of Mondo stretches back to the year 1948, when the Stroppiana
brothers established a small rubber playballs manufacturing business in Alba,
Italy.
In the early 1970s, MONDO introduced Sportflex™, the first rubber-based, heavy
metal-free, premanufactured all-weather synthetic track surface.
On 21 July 1972 Franco Ossola, Luigi Benedetti, Pasqualino Abeti and Pietro
Mennea set the first World Record on a Mondo track, running the 4 x 200m relays
in 1’21’’5 on the freshly installed Mondo track in Barletta, Italy.

The Organizing Committee of Montréal 1976 Summer Olympics selected Mondo
for one of its tracks, followed by the Organizing Committees of Moscow 1980, Los
Angeles 1984 and Seoul 1988 Summer Olympics. In 1992 (Barcelona) MONDO
became Olympic Sole Supplier.
So far, the Organizing Committees of 12 consecutive editions of the Olympic
Games, including Tokyo 2020, selected MONDO as their track and athletic
equipment supplier.
Respect for athletes’ health and the environment, ease of installation and first
rate technical support are only some of the reasons why Olympic Commettes
choose MONDO as Official Supplier since 44 years.

Today Mondo, still controlled by the Stroppiana family, is an international group
with nine manufacturing plants in Italy, Spain, Luxembourg, and China, and sales
subsidiaries in Europe, North America, and Asia.

With three divisions - Mondo Sport&Flooring,
Artigo, and Mondo Toys - the Group is a leader in
its respective fields of sports flooring and
equipment, commercial flooring, balls, and toys.

MONDO sport surfaces were developed to satisfy real, concrete needs:
uniform athletic track elasticity, resilience of synthetic grass fibers, controlled
wood system bounce. Because a good starting block is a step toward
success.

ATHLETES ARE AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING WE DO.
In more than 70 years of passionate work, thousands athletes competed on MONDO surfaces
reaching outstanding results, breaking world records and overcoming their own limits.
By collaborating closely with athletes and international sport federations MONDO learns what
an athlete needs to perform better.
With this information our labs create technologies and solutions designed for the
biomechanics of each sport discipline.
For scores of athletes, MONDO’s formula means victory.

From athletics to soccer,
from basketball to fitness,
even to rising sports like
paddle tennis: MONDO
develops innovative
solutions to give athletes the
conditions to excel.
Our method starts from a
daily dialog with athletes,
trainers and federations to
understand their real needs.

Athletics is where our expertise in unmatched.
In the early 1970s MONDO revolutionized the concept of athletic tracks, turning them into
cutting-edge premanufactured synthetic surfaces, through studies and research based on
statistics, human perception tests and biomechanics.

To date, 12 Olympic Organizing Committees, including Tokyo 2020, have chosen
MONDO as a supplier of athletic tracks for the Games.
World Athletics (IAAF) has chosen MONDO as track and athletic equipment
supplier for the last 12 editions of the World Athletics Championships. 14 were
the Indoor editions in which MONDO supply its products.
According to World Athletics statistics more than 270 World Records have been
set on MONDO tracks. 70% of all Records currently recognized by World Athletics
have been set on MONDO tracks.
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MONDO spends special care on the full production process from the supply chain till
the manufacturing process to guarantee cutting-edge products and lasting
performances.
The raw materials are constantly controlled during the manufacturing process, and the
final products are tested by independent laboratories that verify our products meet the
most rigorous national and international environmental standards.
The quality of the air athletes breathe is just
as important as the quality of the surface on
which they train and compete:
MONDO products have passed UL
Environment Tests and have been certified
GREENGUARD Gold
Our tracks and turf components are made from 100% virgin material with zero SBR use
guaranteeing an environmental impact in terms of zero emissions.

We manufactures our track
surfaces in our production
facility in Gallo d’Alba, Italy.
The plant is is equipped with
a 4.6 MWp photovoltaic
system which prevents the
release into the atmosphere
of 2000 tons of CO2 per year.

By maintaining the ISO 9001:2015 certification (quality management) and
achieving the prestigious ISO 14001:2015 certification (environmental
management), MONDO is taking responsibility for the quality of its
processes and products, while demonstrating its commitment to the best
practices for environmental management.

Fast times, respect for the athletes’ health and the environment, ease of
installation and first-rate technical support are only some of the reasons the most
relevant Organizing Committees selected MONDO as their supplier.
Olympic Games: 12 times supplier
World Athletics Championships: 11 times supplier
Indoor editions: 14 times supplier

European Athletics Championships: 3 times supplier
Indoor editions: 11 times supplier

